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Planning - The Current State of Play

Parliament went into recess at the end of July and just prior to that, various statements were made on planning policy for
housing in England. On the basis of the recent by-election, that is clearly a burning issue in the Home Counties and probably
one of the most significant controversies in coming months.
Planning policy from the August 2020 White Paper includes:

•
•
•
•
•

300,000 houses a year, allocated where house price/local earnings ratio show demand.
Councils to identify growth zones to take development – and protection zones elsewhere.
Councils to develop Design Codes, drawing on the work of Building Better, Building Beautiful Commission.
Development proposals in growth zones to have approval by meeting the local Design Code.
A national levy replacing Community Infrastructure Levy and Section 106 contributions.

These policies are seen as a factor in recent Government reverses and have attracted criticism throughout South East
England over additional development pressure and the loss of local discretion over individual applications.

The Planning Bill is due this autumn and the Government has now published a new National Planning Policy Framework
and the National Model Design Code, emphasising the need for beauty and place. It has also established the ‘Office for
Place’. Housing Minister, Robert Jenrick recently observed that the results of post-war policies have fuelled the criticism
of development and the public has a bias towards housing built before the introduction of the planning legislation in 1947.
He argues that new policies with their design focus remedy that. Four parishes in Herefordshire and a Garden Settlement
in the West Country are being used as pilots for the development of Local Design Codes. If they actually meant that there
could be local engagement, then that would be beneficial, but seeing is believing. It is probably true that most people
dislike developers simply because they generally build rubbish (with the benefit of planning permission!!).

NPPF changes also warn Councils against removing permitted development rights, especially the enlarged ones for
residential conversion, though their relationship with the Design Code may be an issue.
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One theme is to encourage smaller builders, but many of those were lost as a result of the 2009 economic crisis. Little is
being done to enable new firms to become established, while large developers hold more and more options over land with
potential.

Accordingly, we have a Government needing more and better housing, but having to navigate between many of its present
voters wanting protection, and its potential future voters wanting housing. There is fierce competition between land uses
and part of the answer may well be new settlements with masterplans reducing the role of the developer to just building
the houses.

With Biodiversity Net Gain, Nature Recovery Networks and the rest, there seem to be opportunities for improvement, but
are there leaders out there to actually make it happen?

Shark Attack

The definition of
‘planning’ in the
Collins dictionary is
‘the process of deciding in
detail how to do something before
you actually start to do it’. This
definition, with which most people
would agree, and which most
people adhere to when, for
example, they want to add an
extension to their house or build a
garage. This, despite the fact that
the process itself is often expensive
and long-drawn-out. The other
definition of ‘planning’ is ‘control
by the local government of the way
that land is used in an area and of
what new buildings are built there.’
Most people would agree with this
too, as it allows local government
to prevent dangerous or unsuitable
buildings being erected and also to
protect certain parts of the
landscape which are, for example,
particularly beautiful and unspoilt.
Such as the Weald of Kent.

It has come to the attention of many
in the Weald that there are people
out there - shall we call them
sharks? - who plainly don’t feel that
these definitions apply to them.

It is deeply frustrating to the lawabiding – shall we call them
donkeys? – to see a field with first
a caravan parked in it, then an
application for a ‘barn’ to house
‘machinery’
(invisible)
or
‘livestock’ (mythical), then people
– illegally – living on site and
finally an application to turn the
barn into a house. All this in a field
which is perhaps highly visible,
beside ancient woodland, remote or
simply in the AONB and which if
the ordinary man in the street
applied for planning permission to
build a house would immediately
be rejected.

The purpose of the Planning
Department is in part to make sure
that the first definition is adhered to
– i.e. that nothing is begun before
the details are worked out – so why
is this not happening when the early
moves sketched out above are
being made and reported to them.
They are not there just to make sure
that a new house looks okay and is
not going to fall down anytime
soon. Though, depending on the
developer and given that building
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Mike Bax
Chairman

regulations are now governed not
by the Borough Council but by the
lowest private bidder, who knows?

The scenario above is being played
out all over my local borough and
no doubt many others. The end
result is almost always that the
illegal building progresses and
retrospective planning is granted.
Why? I don’t know of any
examples where someone who has
plainly mis-spoken during the
application process has been
brought to book and make to
demolish a structure.

Part of the purpose of planning
legislation is to make it difficult to
build in the wrong place, the NPPF
– mark 3 just out in as many years!
– harps on about building in the
right place near local amenities and
‘protected landscapes’ and yet the
‘sharks’ swim blithely through the
tickertape cascade of legislation
and leave the ‘donkeys’ braying
futilely in protest with no one in
authority apparently prepared to
act.
Haymione Bray

Kent Peg Tiles
- a Brief History
By Karl Terry

Clay tiles have been handmade in Kent since Roman
times, but more exten-sively since the Medieval period.
The name peg tile derives from the manner in which
each tile is fixed. Typically, a peg tile has two square
holes, into which a wooden peg is wedged to enable it
to hang over riven (or split) laths of oak or chestnut.

that the clay would have been dug out by spades in
thin slices in the winter and built into a large pile for
later use. The tiles could not be made then as they
would have been damaged by the frost.

When required, typically in February or March, the clay
would be mixed with a quantity of water until the
correct consistency was achieved, at which point the
clay was ready for grinding in a pug mill. It would then
be thoroughly mixed again until ready. The maker
would then form clay wedge-like batts, which he would
slam into sand-lined moulds. The clay would be handpressed into shape and any surplus sliced off and
removed with a wooden scraper
before the tile was holed and taken
out to dry.

There is much discussion about which type of wooden
pegs would have been used historically. The few books
and specifications written relating to their use always
say that they were made of oak, hazel or larch. During
my 30-plus years in the industry, I have only ever found
soft-wood ones.
Once pegged, the tiles would have
been hung over riven laths and either
fully bedded on lime mortar, torched
(limed underneath) or laid on straw.
This method of fixing was fine until
central heating was more widespread
in the 1960s and 1970s, which
caused the wooden pegs to shrink
and work loose and the lime mortar to
dry out and slip to the bottom of the
tiles.

The drying process was critical: if the
tile was too dry it would crack and if it
was too wet it would lose its shape.
The final stage was to fire the tiles in
wood-fired kilns. This process was
arduous. Typically, it would take a
week to load the tiles into the kiln, a
week to slowly fire them and another
week to allow them to cool down
before removing them.

Kent peg tiles are unique in that they
are smaller than any other peg tiles
from neighbouring counties. In 1477,
under the reign of Edward IV, a
government charter fixed the dimensions of plain clay
tiles at 10.5 x 6.25 inches. For one reason or other, the
Kent tile makers decided to keep theirs at an average
of 9.5 x 6 inches. The tiles’ size and the fact that they
are made of local clay gives them a distinctive and
mellow appearance. Many of the tiles still on old
proper-ties in Kent originate from the 18th and 19th
centuries and it is widely considered that the Kent peg
tile is of superior quality to any others.

Unlike today’s practice of firing tiles all year round in
gas-fired kilns, traditional tile making would have been
very seasonal and a much slower process. Richard
Filmer, my late friend and historian, explained to me

Many local estates and villages would
have had their own tile and
brickworks. In 1891, it was recorded that there were
150 tile-makers in Kent. By 1914, there were 105, by
1938, there were 64 and the last original works in
Staplehurst closed in 1959. The demise of this onceflourishing industry started with the coming of the
railways in the mid-1800s, when machine-made clay
tiles from Staffordshire could be obtained more
cheaply, easily and in larger quantities.
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The introduction of new concrete tiles in the 1920s by
Marley’s of Lenham virtually ended the peg tile
industry. Then, during World War II, all tile kilns were
closed, firstly because of a shortage of labour and
demand and secondly be-cause the glow from the

kilns at night could be seen from enemy aircraft. In the
last 30 years, however, there has been a revival with
several firms making traditional Kent peg tiles and
fittings.

While full original conservation specifications are still
specified, the method of fixing Kent peg tiles has
changed somewhat in most cases as modern
materials are used to comply with building regulations.
Roofing felts and breathable membranes have largely
taken the place of fully torched roofs, sawn treated
battens have replaced riven laths and alloy peg drops
have replaced the wood-en pegs. These modern
materials can have some advantages, for example, the
nonferrous fixings are less likely to corrode and the
membranes have taken away the need for labourintensive lime mortar torching or bedding. There are,
however, several major downsides, which must be
allowed for when re-roofing, not least the consideration
for ventilation. All un-felted original roofs were fully
breathable and until the 20th century, the tiled un-felted
roof was the tried-and-tested standard.

I am confident that with a renewed interest from the
public in recent years in conservation, the increased
availability of knowledge, breathable materials and the
continued manufacture of tiles, old Kent peg tiles will
be gracing our counties’ beautiful buildings for
centuries to come.

Karl Terry Rooﬁng Contractors
www.kentpegs.com
01797 270 268
karlterry1@btconnect.com

Published with kind permission of The Listed Property Owners’ Club
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Get Ready for Biodiversity Net Gain (BNG)

Alongside carbon capture and
regenerative farming, Biodiversity
Net Gain is becoming the
buzzword for how farmers and
landowners can use their Natural
Capital. Natural Capital includes
the elements of nature which
combine to create a healthy
environment, including clean air
and water, healthy soil and
biodiversity.

The Environment Bill is currently in
Parliament and is expected to be
enacted during the latter part of this
year. Once it is granted Royal
Assent, it will create a mandatory
requirement
for
property
developments of all uses and
scales to create a 10% net gain in
biodiversity when compared to the
biodiversity of the site to be built on
prior to development. Put simply,
there has to be 10% more

biodiversity after the development
is finished than there was before it
started.

In some instances, developers
may be able to achieve this on site
via the incorporation of green
enhancements. However, in most
cases, they will need to meet this
need offsite, meaning offset sites
will be required – typically within
the same local planning authority
as the development, but in some
instances further afield.

The introduction of mandatory
BNG requirements presents an
opportunity for landowners to
generate credits for sale to
developers. This will provide a
capital receipt, as well as further
annual rental payments for the
period of an agreement.

The offsets may take many forms,
such as creation of species rich
grassland, woodland creation,
open mosaic habitats, wetland
creation or woodland pastures.

Assessments will be made against
metrics and areas have already
been defined which will be
favoured for the necessary
conservation covenants and will
hopefully combine to provide
connectivity in a Nature Recovery
Network.

There are pitfalls along the way for
the farmer/landowner and the
understanding of risk is a key part
of making a market work. The
buyer wants to know what he is
buying, and the seller wants to
control the risk in making the sale.
Agreements to provide BNG will
carry as much risk as any other
transaction, particularly in these
times of climate change. It is all
very well covenanting to plant a
woodland but there are rising
threats to trees from fire, drought,
disease and pests.
We will report in greater detail as
the new provisions are clarified.
Mike Bax
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Flooding in the Low Weald
Rain falls from the sky, runs downhill over land and ends up in the sea. This sounds so simple, but it is fiendishly
difficult to control on land, especially in recent years as the nature of that rainfall continues to change.

CAPACITY and PRIORITIES

Flooding is a capacity problem. If there were sufficient capacity to dispose of torrential downpours, both above
and below ground, there would be no floods. But UK capacity was developed for a temperate climate, without
the increasingly severe extremes. The problem now shows up in flooded rivers and streams, flooded roads,
manhole covers lifting, in sewage treatment plants, even in overloaded 4inch house gutters. There is no lack of
evidence.

Resolving capacity problems always requires resources – in design, in investment and in maintenance solutions.
Resources are limited. So, priority decisions must be made. The highest priority is given to life and homes at
risk. The WKPS area of the Low Weald is rated as low to medium risk.

UNCERTAINTY

No-one knows where climate change
will end. The annual rainfall in SouthEast is unchanged in 30 years. It is not
the volume of water that is the problem.
It’s the isolated torrents and their
frequency. No model can predict the
course of development of climate
change, but the UK authorities are trying
to understand it.

HOUSING GROWTH

Climate change, together with the
pressure from government to provide a
marked growth in housebuilding
throughout the country, puts great
pressure on suitable land supply leading
to planning permissions given on
marginal flood areas where, sometimes,
even the provision of SuDS (Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems) cannot cope in the event of a sudden deluge.

RESPONSIBILITIES ABOVE AND BELOW GROUND

First is the need to deal with two different UK systems of responsibility: above ground – Groundwater – and
below ground – Wastewater. The private owner is responsible for both.

RESPONSIBILITIES BELOW GROUND

In the WKPS area, after wastewater leaves a private property boundary it becomes the responsibility of Southern
Water, a private company. This is foul and combined public sewage, including rainwater from roofs and
driveways. They also hold the asset register of physical investments – the pipes, pumping stations, etc., on
behalf of the LLFAs (see later). These guys organise sucking tankers. They clear blocked public sewers. They
repair wastewater pumping stations. They help control groundwater levels. They comment on planning
applications. They are obligated to work with the other (public sector) agencies.
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RESPONSIBILITIES ABOVE GROUND

The serious Parliamentary effort for groundwater took shape in 2010 with the passing of the Flood and Water
Management Act. It brought prior legislation and new into one place. The Act aims to reduce the flood risk
associated with extreme weather compounded by climate change. As well as defining county and unitary
councils as Lead Local Flood Authorities (LLFAs) it defined Risk Management Authorities (RMAs) with
responsibilities for delivering risk management functions: District Councils, The Environment Agency, Water
companies, Internal Drainage Boards (IDBs) and Highway Authorities. The Act requires all RMAs to work
together to deliver strategic flood risk management.

At the top of the tree, the EA has several responsibilities. It defines the three Flood Zones. It determines the
calculation method to assess flood risk. The EA maps the Zones nationally but crudely. The EA is responsible
for the flood risk of main rivers and for the quality of watercourses.
The crude EA flood risk maps are not sufficiently detailed for planning decisions, and water ignores bureaucratic
boundaries. So, the Act set up Lead Local Flood Authorities (LLFAs) with catchment area responsibilities. The
EA passes the flood zone maps to the LLFAs, for WKPS this is Kent County Council. KCC’s responsibilities are
to map flood zones more accurately, identify risks, set out area priorities and to propose policies e.g., for a
particular area no action this year. They approve new drainage systems and investigate floods.
KCC communicates the maps to its Local Authorities, in our case ABC, MBC and TWBC. The Local Authorities
themselves work out their risk areas in grainy detail and decide their priorities and actions on the ground and in
the planning process.

The IDBs were set up in 1991 to manage water levels where there is a special need for drainage. They clear
ditches and watercourses to an annual schedule. They contract to other RMAs. The Highways Agency
contributes to clearing and maintaining pipes along trunk roads. Both of these organisations comment on
planning applications where applicable.

FLOOD PREVENTION

There are three strands to flood prevention: Investment, maintenance and the national Planning system.

Clearly the range of potential investment on flood mitigation projects varies hugely. Also, there is never enough
money. Priorities must be organised. At the top would be, for example, the Thames Tideway, the London Super
Sewer, that augments Bazalgette’s 1875 twin tunnel system under both banks of the Thames, but which now
floods 50 times a year. At the other end of the scale would be say a low flat area of the Weald with few houses
and no mitigation other than local ditch clearing either by an IDB or by the landowner. Recent larger investments
affecting our area have been the Hothfield and Aldington Flood Storage Reservoirs above the Great Stour and
East Stour and Teston Lock on the Upper Medway.

The Low Weald contains two IDBs – The River Stour (Kent) IDB and the Upper Medway IDB. The former is
rarely an issue in planning applications. The latter is significant, and flood risk is increasingly the reason for
refusal in this IDB area.

In 2015 a requirement to evaluate flood risk during the 100-year life of a building was added to the national
Planning Application Portal. Flood risk must now be evaluated for all planning applications in Flood Zones 2
and 3 (the most serious risk) and for all applications over 1 ha. in Zone 1 (the least risk), and smaller applications
in Zone 1 if there is a drainage risk. The evaluation is performed by a ‘suitably qualified person’ according to
instructions issued by the Environment Agency. WKPS now comes across these rules frequently along the River
Beult – in Headcorn, Staplehurst and Marden and the River Stour in the Ashford area. Applications are now
regularly refused due to flood risk, and the Environment Agency is examining tightening up the Flood Zone
definitions.

FLOOD EMERGENCY

The Southern Water website contains comprehensive information of who to call in an emergency.
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David Northcroft

Kent
County
Council
is all a-buzz
about Pollinators
Kent’s Plan Bee is the County Council’s pollinator action plan, which sets out how the authority will look to
address the decline of pollinators in the county.

Pollinators are animals that move pollen and enable plants to be fertilised and therefore to produce fruit and
seeds. Our pollinators include bees, moths, flies, butterflies, wasps and beetles. They provide a vital, free service
so our crops grow, and our gardens and countryside are full of colourful plants, but they are facing a rapid and
concerning decline; since 1980, the trend for pollinators shows an overall decrease of 30%. Threats to pollinators
come from the loss and fragmentation of habitat, disease, pesticides, invasive species and climate change.

Pollinators are central to Kent’s agricultural business, in particular our fruit farms. It is estimated that without
insect pollinators, hand pollination would cost the UK agricultural industry some £1.8 billion a year. Further to
this they also add to our diversity of plant species, habitats and wildlife and consequently the county’s natural
beauty. Losing our pollinators would be an ecological and economic disaster.
Kent is one of the most diverse counties in the UK for insects and is
home to some rare and scarce pollinator species, including:
•

•

•

•

Fiery clearwing (see right) - this day flying moth, associated with
coastal areas, is now only found in Kent.
Heath fritillary - one of the rarest butterflies in the UK, with a
stronghold in the Blean Woods near Canterbury.
Noble chafer - a striking metallic green beetle associated with
traditional orchards.
Shrill carder bee (see over) - the rarest English bumblebee
species with few populations remaining, yet their distinctive
high-pitched buzz can be heard on a number of sites along the
north and east Kent coasts.
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Recognising the importance of pollinators to Kent, and the
importance of the county to pollinators, Kent’s Plan Bee was
developed by a member-led group chaired by County Council
member Sean Holden. The action plan was adopted by the County
Council in July 2019 and largely relates to how we deliver our
services and manage our estate in a more pollinator aware way.
With our wide-ranging responsibilities, services and landholdings
(underpinned by regulatory powers and other functions), the
council is well placed to make a significant and direct contribution
to safeguarding our native pollinators, as well as acting as a county
leader and champion for these declining insects. Our efforts are
focussed around three themes:

1. Managing the land that we own, control or can influence to improve pollinators’ forage and habitat.
2. Working with district and parish councils, communities and other partners to protecting pollinators and
improve their habitat.
3. Encouraging and enabling Kent’s people to take action themselves with information and engagement
campaigns.

In collaboration with the Kent Wildlife Trust and the Bumblebee Conservation Trust, Kent County Council has
seconded a Plan Bee officer to provide expert advice to the authority and assist us in the implementation of the
action plan.

The action plan and information on pollinators, related projects and how you can help can be found on the Kent
County Council website www.kent.gov.uk/pollinators

We also have a Kent’s Plan Bee Facebook page, providing updates on how the action plan is being
implemented, news on pollinators and insects in Kent and suggestions on how to get involved
https://www.facebook.com/KentsPlanBee
Kent’s Plan Bee can be contacted on planbee@kent.gov.uk

National Planning Policy Framework 2021

The Government quietly published an amended National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) on 20 July.

Originally published in 2012, the NPPF forms the basis of national planning policy, and is used to determine
all planning applications, along with local policy. It was revised in 2018 and updated in 2019.

This revision involves some tweaking mainly to reflect the role of planning in the mitigation of climate
change and sustainability.
The NPPF 2021 can be found on the Government website: www.gov.uk

Particularly pleasing is the added paragraph 131 giving trees a special mention and acknowledging their
importance in the design of development schemes, and for the planet.

National Model Design Guides, though, hmmm! All parts of the country will end up looking exactly the
same with the loss of characteristic location identity. Although, actually, this has happened already with the
large developers having off-the-peg designs used across the country.

With any revision of the NPPF comes a change in paragraph numbering, so again, the planning professionals
and users of the NPPF will have to relearn the numbers…
Peta Grant
Planning Committee Secretary
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Nature Notes

2020 A ‘Good’ Year for British Butterﬂies

Whilst 2020 may have been a particularly tough
year for humans, it was officially declared a
‘good’ year for butterflies according to the latest
results from the annual UK Butterfly
Monitoring Scheme.

However, as butterfly declines continue
conservation scientists are considering how the
view of what makes a good year has changed.
Compare the warmth of last year’s dry summer
to the rainfall of recent weeks – which should
have been peak flying time.

Butterfly Conservation point out that with warm
and sunny spring weather last year and more
people enjoying nature as part of their day to day
activity than ever before, butterflies seemed
more numerous. But in fact, our baseline
experience has changed. 2020 was the third
good year in a row for the UK’s butterflies, but
ranked only tenth best since the scheme began
in 1976. Almost half of our butterfly species (27
of 58 species) were recorded in below average
numbers last year. So, despite three good years,
population levels of many butterfly species
continue to be down compared to 40 years ago
with just under a third showing long-term
decline.

Because the baseline shifts, we forget (or never
experience) the greater biodiversity that
occurred in the UK in former decades and our
expectations and aspirations are therefore lower.
Long-term trends are mainly driven by human
activity, particularly the destruction of habitats
and climate change. 2020 did demonstrate that
where conservation action takes place species
numbers will increase.

Of the widespread species, Brimstone, Orange
Tip and Marbled White all had a good year –
numerous on the Weald, but Small Tortoiseshell
are declining. Peacock numbers were the eighth
best on the record, and they enjoy garden
habitats – the scruffier the better!
The heavy rainfall of this summer
will have a detrimental effect on
numbers.
Michael Bax
Chairman

Brimstone
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Mighty Oaks
from
Little Acorns

sprouting from its acorn (never
in my life have I seen that
before) now in a dedicated pot
to be nurtured and it has grown
since. The oak produces
hundreds of acorns every two
years and I’m so pleased to
have found one that has ‘taken’.

Question: How important are
trees? Answer: Very, very,
important. Here’s a few reasons
why…
•

A ‘mighty’ oak at the end of my
garden.

Not so ‘mighty’ as he will
become; he’s only around 70
years old and has a girth of 5’ 1”
(1.55m), but in the seventeen
years that I’ve lived here he has
grown quite a lot and also
become swamped in ivy, up the
trunk all the way to the top and
along the branches. All
definition of being a tree was
lost to the density of the ivy
which allowed no light between
the branches. So, last October,
with the advice of a tree
surgeon, the ivy was what is
termed as ‘sectioned’; cut

fthrough about two feet up from
the base; the ivy dies and falls
off or at least it will at some point
– it can still be seen on the
trunk. Ivy is fearsome, thick,
tough stuff and clings very
tightly to the bark of the tree, this
stops water running down the
trunk to the base of the tree so,
rather than strangling the tree it
can deprive the tree of water.
Without the ivy, tree definition
has been restored, though in
this case, it doesn’t seem to
have done the tree any harm.

In contrast is an offspring found
randomly growing in a ‘resting’
plant trough; a baby oak
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•
•
•
•

•

Over its lifetime a tree can
absorb 900kg of CO2 –
that’s the weight of (as a
random example) 22 slightly
overweight Labradors(!)

A large oak makes enough
oxygen to sustain one
human for a year

Trees clean our air by
filtering out pollutants

A mature oak can support
up to 2,300 species of
animals, plants and fungi.

One mature tree can drink
450l of water daily – very
useful against flooding and
a very good reason to
protect mature trees
Trees = Life

Peta Grant
Tree Hugger

A Woodchurch Haven

I came to know Boldshaves first through the Wealden Literary Festival, that joyful coming together of the greatest
minds in nature and literature that takes place at the end of June each year. It’s always a hive of inspiring activity
during the festival, with the house there as a serene white backdrop to the author talks and foraging workshops,
the green woodworking and poetry readings. The garden during the festival is a blissful thing, roses rambling
beautifully over pergolas, borders of intense colour and heavenly scent, the feeling of being in someone’s dream
vision of England in the summer.

Boldshaves, then, has a special place in my heart, and one of my most treasured memories is of camping during
the festival in one of the ancient, stately groves overlooked by the house, my tent forming part of a circle of tents
inhabited by people I loved, and hearing, deep in the soundness of the night, a nightingale.

It is strange to come to Boldshaves without the festival here.
The house looks larger without the marquees and festivalgoers.
It is dusk, late May, and we have come to visit the 100-acre
woods that surround the house and its garden. We have come
to hear nightingales. We’re a little later in the year than we
might like – the birds are at their most riotous in April and early
May when the nightingales’ unearthly song is the weapon of
choice in the battle for mates and territory. In these months, the
owners of Boldshaves host nightingale walks through the
woods, where for £5 you can be transported to a place outside
the bounds of time and space, where it is just you and the song
of “You Nightingales, that came so far, / From Afric's shore; /
With these rich notes, unloaded now / Against my door,” as
WH Davies put it.

You Nightingales, that came so far,
From Afric's shore;
With these rich notes, unloaded now
Against my door

In his lovely book ‘The Nightingale’, the singer and poet Sam
Lee suggests that we as a nation should begin a tradition of
going for “nightingalers” – yearly trips of family or friends to
listen to the birds. Lee recognises, as I recognise, that it does
something to the soul to hear a nightingale sing. So now I stand
with my kids in the driveway before the stately Edwardian
house, built by one of Lutyens’s apprentices in 1902. Boldshaves was named for a certain Major Bold, who
farmed in the area in the eighteenth century. Shaves are windbreaks between areas of pasture. We make our way
down the drive and into the woodland, whose green is turning purple-grey in the dying light.

The owners of Boldshaves, Peregrine and Deirdre Massey, have carefully nurtured their woodland to provide
the perfect home for nightingales. There are pathways between clumps of hazel and hornbeam, tightly packed
coppices where the birds can secret themselves during the day. We walk through the last fading bluebells – the
woods are a riot first of wood anemone white and then of bluebell violet in spring – and into the dark heart of
the trees. Then we hear it – the first of the nightingales, and it doesn’t sound like a song, it sounds like a
breakdown, or like an alien has taken control of our brains. The kids’ jaws drop as another bird answers, further
into the wood, then another, and soon there are four streams of song coming at us through the ancient trees. We
stay there for almost an hour, transfixed, enraptured, altered by the beauty of it.

As we leave Boldshaves, getting into our cars in front of the dark house, we hear a final nightingale, much closer,
bidding us goodbye. I imagine what it would be to lie in bed at night and hear a sound as magical as this. I’m
surprised that I don’t feel jealous. But then I recognise that the Masseys have earned this, their own source of
soul-food, by the scrupulous way they’ve tended this very special place, the way they’ve made the wood homely
for the nightingales. It’s the same spirit of generosity and welcome that they show to the drifters and troubadours
who come to the festival in June, when Boldshaves feels like it belongs to all of us – not just the writers and
craftspeople, but the birds and trees and all the rich life of this very special corner of Kent.
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Alex Preston

Events Round-up
Boldshaves Tour and Talk by Marian Boswall
Despite the awful weather this year, the evening managed to stay dry. Peregrine’s tour
of the beautiful Boldshaves garden was, as always, both entertaining and educational. It
is so good to hear how one man is dedicated to preserving and enhancing these lovely
gardens and woodlands. The gardens are open to the public most afternoons, so if you
missed this occasion do pop over, it is well worth the visit.

www.boldshaves.com

Marian’s talk was very interesting
and enlightening and not what I
expected, it was far more on an
ethereal level and focusing on
working with nature as opposed to
just working with colours and
structures. Thoroughly enjoyable.

www.marianboswall.com

Wealden Literary
Festival

Nightingale Evening

As always Mike gave us a very
interesting talk on the natural
management of his farm and the fauna
and animals that enjoy his land. The
nightingale numbers were
down considerably this year
which Mike thought primarily
due to the bad weather. We did
have quite a walk round the
farm, which was probably a
little far for one of our oldest
members, Betty Chantler, who,
although in her 90’s, managed
exceptionally well, she did say that she
thought Mike’s promised ‘only a couple
of miles’ was quite a few more! But at the
end we were all thrilled as we heard four
nightingales battling it out in song.

WKPS had a stand at the Festival which
seems to grow every year. The stands are
all of the highest caliber and focus on
natural arts and crafts and local
producers. With lots of amazing talks
throughout the weekend, the festival was
well attended, and the weather held out
until the Sunday
afternoon. I do
hope Peregrine’s
beautiful lawns
quickly recovered
after the deluge
and all the activity
over them.

. www.wealdenliteraryfestival.co.uk
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Tour of Woodchurch Vineyard

On 15th July we had our inaugural tour of this small local vineyard. Graham took our party
round the vineyard and educated us in the pros and cons of starting a vineyard. The half an
hour tour ended up over an hour as our members quizzed Graham on various aspects and
his answers and stories amused us
all. We then went back to the shop
and restaurant and tasted the
delicious wines, 5 in all, and mainly
bubbles, my favourite! This was
followed by a delicious platter of
charcuterie, local cheeses with
pickles and yummy bread and
biscuits. A wonderful experience
which we hope Graham will let us
do again!
www.woodchurchwine.co.uk

If you have any suggestions for future events WKPS could organise please get in
touch with secretary@wkps.org.uk or call 01580 861246

Follow WKPS on
Social Media

Introducing our new Social Media Manager, Olivia.

WKPS are now active on social media. Join us on our
Facebook and Instagram pages to see more from us.
Including updates on our events and local information
pertinent to the Weald. It also means you can share
information and interact with us.

Facebook: Weald of Kent Protection Society
Instagram: wealdofkentprotectionsociety
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WKPS now has a link on its website to make it easier to accept donations directly. We also
hope that you consider a charitable bequest to WKPS when you plan your estate.

WEALD OF KENT PROTECTION SOCIETY
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP – CHARITY NO 261992
Membership runs from 1st April – 31st March
Personal details: (Please use block capitals)
Name(s)

____________________________________________________________

Postcode

_______________________

Address
Email

____________________________________________________________
Telephone

______________________

____________________________________________________________

I/we enclose a cheque in favour of Weald of Kent Protection Society for £15 Single/£20 joint subscription
or I/we have paid by bank transfer to A/c 01754514, sort code 30-90-28 (please clearly state your full
name as reference)

Please send to WKPS Secretary, 5 Castle Hurst, Bodiam, East Sussex TN32 5UW
Email: Secretary@wkps.org.uk
GIFT AID

I would like the Weald of Kent Protection Society to recover the tax on my annual subscription or any
donation that I have made since the date below, or may make in the future. I confirm that the income
tax/capital gains tax I pay in the appropriate tax year will be at least equal to the tax reclaimed on my
subscription/donation(s).

Signature

__________________________________

Date _________________

STANDING ORDER INSTRUCTION TO____________________________________Bank Plc
Address

_________________________________________________________

Signature

_________________________________

I authorise you to pay Lloyds Bank, Tenterden 30-90-28 now and on 1st April each year The
Weald of Kent Protection Society Charity 261992 (A/c No 01754514) the sum of £_______
Until further notice my A/c No____________________
Sort code________________
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Date _________________

Another fantastic way you can help support the work the Weald of Kent
Protection Society does. Please go to smile.amazon.co.uk, the first tab is
supporting, go into this and enter the name of your chosen charity as Weald of
Kent Protection Society. Then every time you shop with Amazon please ensure
you go to the Amazon Smile page and 0.5% of all your purchases will go to
WKPS. Thank you!

Disclaimer
The views expressed in the articles reflect the author(s) opinions and are not necessarily the views of WKPS.
The published articles and all other content is published in good faith. Watch on the Weald cannot guarantee
and accepts no liability for loss or damage of any kind caused by any content. Content may not be, either
partially or in whole, reprinted or reproduced without written consent.

The Weald of Kent Protection Society
Registered Charity: 261992

President: Peregrine Massey
Chairman: Michael Bax

Society Secretary: Fay Merrick
secretary@wkps.org.uk
Tel: 01580861246 / 07919 871543
Planning Secretary: Peta Grant
planning@wkps.org.uk

Article submissions & letters please send to Society Secretary
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